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Description

The Legacy of the Mine series was produced between 2011 - 2013

All photographs are available in three sizes in two editions as unframed prints.

A certificate of authenticity signed and numbered by the photographer will be provided.

 

IMAGE SIZES & EDITIONS (signed on verso)

Edition /10 + 2AP

       Image Size                                     Small                                       59.4 x 47cm
       Paper Size                                                                                      69.4 x 57 cm

       or



       Image Size                                      Medium                                  84.1 x 66.5cm  
       Paper Size                                                                                      94.1 x 76.5 cm

Edition /2 + 2AP

       Image Size                                       Large                                     118.9 x 94.2cm  
       Paper Size                                                                                      128.9 x 104.2 cm

 

PRINT PROCESS

Giclée museum-quality archival print on Fine Art Baryta, 100% Cotton Rag – 310gsm paper

·       Giclée museum quality archival pigment ink prints

·       Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity

·       Carefully crafted limited editions

·       Signed 'en verso' in pencil and dated

 

ARTWORK TITLE

Linda, Daniel, Dumisani and Calvin, informal gold diggers, Roodepoort, Johannesburg, Gauteng,
2013

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Legacy of the Mine, investigates the extractive sector in South Africa. The project encompasses
various themes by focusing on key minerals that have played a pivotal role in the historical
trajectory that has shaped the South African landscape.

For more than a century South Africa’s demand for gold, diamonds, coal and platinum has gone
from strength to  strength,  often shifting in  accordance with  the political  economy and the
availability of foreign markets.

This body of work provides agency to those whose lives and livelihoods have been destroyed by
mining processes and the long-term environmental ramifications, to expose the far-reaching
neglect  by the successive governments and corporate bodies that  have driven the mining
industry.

Legacy of the Mine, was produced between 2011 – 2013 and culminated in a book consisting of 83
photographs and extended texts, providing a resource accessible to a global audience. Published
widely  and acknowledged with  several  accolades.  Legacy  of  the  Mine,  has  been  exhibited
extensively and is held in public and private collections.

 



Additional Information

Frame None

Edition Size 10

Medium Photography

Artist Ilan Godfrey

Year 2013

Product Options

Size: 69.4 x 57 cm

94.1 x 76.5 cm

128.9 x 104.2 cm


